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We study adjustable distributionally robust optimization problems where their ambiguity sets can potentially

encompass an infinite number of expectation constraints. Although such an ambiguity set has great modeling

flexibility in characterizing uncertain probability distributions, the corresponding adjustable problems remain

computationally intractable and challenging. To overcome this issue, we propose a greedy improvement

procedure that consists of solving, via the (extended) linear decision rule approximation, a sequence of

tractable subproblems—each of which considers a relaxed and finitely constrained ambiguity set that is

also iteratively tightened to the infinitely constrained one. Through three numerical studies of adjustable

distributionally robust optimization models, we show that our approach can yield improved solutions in a

systematic way for both two-stage and multi-stage problems.
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1. Introduction

Distributionally robust optimization is one of the most popular approaches for addressing decision-

making problems (e.g., operations management problems; see Lu and Shen 2021) in the face of

uncertainty. In distributionally robust optimization models, uncertainty is modeled as a random

variable that is governed by an unknown probability distribution residing in an ambiguity set—a

family of distributions that share some common distributional information, and the decision maker

seeks solutions that are immune against all possible candidates from within the ambiguity set. The

introduction of ambiguity set leads to greater modeling flexibility and allows a modeler to encode,

in a unified fashion, rich types of information about the uncertainty, such as support, moments,
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descriptive statistics, and even structure information (see, e.g., Ben-Tal and Nemirovski 1998,

Bertsimas and Sim 2004, Chen et al. 2021b, Delage and Ye 2010, Li et al. 2019, Wiesemann et al.

2014). Recent growing interest also lies in designing ambiguity sets whose member distributions

are not far away from a reference distribution, where the proximity is measured by some statistical

distances including the Wasserstein metric (Bertsimas et al. 2021, Blanchet and Murthy 2019, Gao

and Kleywegt 2016, Mohajerin Esfahani and Kuhn 2018) as well as ϕ-divergence (Ben-Tal et al.

2013, Duchi et al. 2021, Wang et al. 2016). There are also novel perspectives on the design of

an ambiguity set, such as incorporating Bayesian approach (Gupta 2019) and hypothesis testing

(Bertsimas et al. 2018a,b).

Adjustable distributionally robust optimization is an important class of models for multi-

stage decision-making problems, where in each stage, new wait-and-see decisions are adjustable

to revealed uncertain parameters.Applications of adjustable distributionally robust optimization

appear in a rich variety of domains such as network design (Atamtürk and Zhang 2007), trans-

portation (He et al. 2020), inventory management (Bandi et al. 2019), and energy systems (Lorca

et al. 2016), just to name a few. On the technical side, extending to adjustable distributionally

robust optimization remains challenging. The major computational difficulty is that adjustable

decisions are typically modeled as infinite-dimensional functions (or, decision rules) of the revealed

uncertainty, and they are hard to be optimized. Ben-Tal et al. (2004) show that the adjustable

robust counterparts of uncertain linear programs are already computationally intractable in most

cases, while Shapiro and Nemirovski (2005) argue that multi-stage problems are generally compu-

tationally intractable even when only medium-quality solutions are sought. Another possible issue

of adjustable distributionally robust optimization is scalability—the computation time of obtain-

ing its exact solution often easily becomes intolerable as the problem size grows (see, e.g., Zhen

et al. 2018). For the sake of tractability and scalability, Ben-Tal et al. (2004) suggest to restrict

the admissible functional forms of adjustable decisions to affine functions of the uncertainty—an

approach that is known as linear decision rule (LDR)1 approximation and has been discussed in

the early literature of stochastic programming (Garstka and Wets 1974). The effectiveness and

computational attractiveness presented by Ben-Tal et al. (2004) rekindle the interest in adopting

this approach in distributionally robust optimization. Many works follow this spirit and further

refine adjustable decisions (i) to be piecewise affine (see, e.g., Chen et al. 2007, Goh and Sim 2010)

and (ii) to further depend on auxiliary random variables that arise from the corresponding lifted

ambiguity set (see, e.g., Bertsimas et al. 2019, Chen and Zhang 2009, Chen et al. 2020). Certainly

there are concerns about the general suboptimality of LDR approximation (e.g., Garstka and Wets

1 Throughout this paper we use the term “linear decision rule”, which is also called affine decision rule. Both are
commonly used in the literature.
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1974, Bertsimas and Goyal 2012), it is also worth mentioning that the LDR approximation could

perform reasonably well in some applications (e.g., Ben-Tal et al. 2005) and sometimes can even

be optimal (see, for instance, Anderson and Moore 2007, Bertsimas et al. 2010, Gounaris et al.

2013, and Iancu et al. 2013). The following quote from Shapiro and Nemirovski (2005) clarifies the

rationale for considering LDR approximation:“The only reason for restricting ourselves with affine

decision rules stems from the desire to end up with a computationally tractable problem.” We refer

to Georghiou et al. (2021) for a comprehensive review on linear decision rules in distributionally

robust optimization.

In this paper, we focus on the class of infinitely constrained ambiguity sets proposed by Chen et al.

(2019), in which the number of expectation constraints could be infinite. This class of ambiguity

sets can incorporate rich distributional information of the uncertainty, including, among other

things, the stochastic dominance, mean-dispersion, fourth moment, and entropic dominance. Due

to the infinite number of expectation constrains, even the corresponding static distributionally

robust optimization problems may not admit tractable reformulations. Motivated by the wide

applications of adjustable distributional robust optimization as well as the modeling power of the

infinitely constrained ambiguity set, we focus on adjustable problems with such an ambiguity set.

In particular, we propose a greedy improvement procedure to obtain high-quality approximate

solutions. Our main contributions may be summarized as follows.

(i) We introduce the infinitely constrained ambiguity set developed in Chen et al. (2019) to

two-stage/multi-stage adjustable distributionally robust optimization problems. The infinitely con-

strained set possesses great modeling flexibility and advantages that include, for example, character-

izing complete covariance information via second-order cone inequalities. In contrast, an ambiguity

set with a finite number of expectation constraints based on the second-order cone would fail to

achieve this.

(ii) To solve the corresponding adjustable distributionally robust optimization problems, we

propose a greedy improvement procedure that solve a sequence of tractable subproblems. In each

of these subproblems, we consider a relaxed ambiguity set with a finite subset of expectation

constraints, and we adopt the extended LDR approximation where adjustable decisions depend

on both primary random variables (i.e., the uncertainty) and auxiliary random variables arising

from the lifted ambiguity set. At each iteration, we identify violated expectation constraints to be

included in the relaxed ambiguity set for a better extended LDR approximation.

(iii) In numerical experiments on three applications, we focus on adjustable distributionally

robust optimization problems that consider complete covariance information. We show that our

approach can, in a systematic way, adapt and improve from partial cross-moments (towards com-

plete covariance) for two-stage/multi-stage problems, providing a positive answer to the question
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raised by Bertsimas et al. (2019, § 6) on “how we can systematically adapt and improve the partial

cross-moments ambiguity set”.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the two-stage adjustable

optimization framework and Section 3 incorporates the extended LDR approximation. We propose

in Section 4 the greedy procedure to iteratively tighten the extended LDR approximation. Section 5

extends to multi-stage problems. In Section 6, we showcase the encouraging performance of our

proposed framework and solution approach via a newsvendor problem, a hospital quota allocation

problem and an inventory control problem. Section 7 concludes our work.

Notation: We use boldface lowercase characters to represent vectors, which by default, are column

vectors. An exception is that we denote the m-th row of a matrix A by a row vector Am:. Special

vectors include 0, 1 and ei, which are vectors of all zeros, vectors of all ones and the i-th standard

unit basis, respectively. The set of positive running indices up to N is [N ] = {1,2, . . . ,N}. A random

variable z̃ ∼ P is denoted with a tilde sign and is governed by P∈P0(RI), where P0(RI) represents

the set of all probability distributions on RI . Given a probability distribution P, EP[·] denotes

the corresponding expectation. We say that a set is tractable conic representable if its member-

ship can be described by finitely many linear/second-order cone/exponential cone constraints and,

potentially, auxiliary variables. A function is tractable conic representable if its epigraph is.

2. Adjustable Distributionally Robust Optimization

Consider a two-stage adjustable optimization problem where the here-and-now decision x∈RN is

chosen over the feasible set X . The first-stage cost is deterministic and is given by c⊤x for some

c ∈ RN . In progressing to the second stage, the random variable z̃ ∈ RI with support W ⊆ RI

is realized; thereafter, we could determine the cost incurred at the second stage. Similar to a

typical stochastic programming model, for a given decision x and a realization z, we evaluate the

second-stage cost via a linear program that involves the adjustable wait-and-see decision y ∈RL:

f(x,z) =


min d⊤y

s.t. A(z)x+By≥ b(z)

y ∈RL.

(1)

Here, we adopt the popular factor-based model that assumes A and b are affine in z. That is,

A(z) =A0 +
∑
i∈[I]

Aizi and b(z) = b0 +
∑
i∈[I]

bizi

with Ai ∈RM×N and bi ∈RM for i∈ [I]∪{0}. The elements in both the recourse matrix B ∈RM×L

and the vector of cost parameters d ∈ RL are constant, and this setting is referred to as fixed
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recourse in the terminology of stochastic programming. In general, problem (1) could be infeasible,

as the recourse matrix can largely influence its feasibility; see, for example, in the case of complete

recourse or relatively complete recourse whose definitions are given below.

Definition 1 (Complete recourse). The second-stage problem (1) has complete recourse if

there exists y ∈RL such that By> 0.

Complete recourse is a strong sufficient condition that guarantees the feasibility of the second-

stage problem for all x∈RN and z ∈RI . This implies that the second-stage cost f(x,z)<+∞ for

any x and z. Typically, a weaker condition below is assumed in stochastic programming to ensure

that the second-stage problem is feasible.

Definition 2 (Relatively complete recourse). The second-stage problem (1) has rela-

tively complete recourse if and only if the problem is feasible for all x∈X and z ∈W.

On top of these two conditions, the following sufficiently expensive recourse condition is also

often considered due to practical interest.

Definition 3 (Sufficiently expensive recourse). The second-stage problem (1) has suf-

ficiently expensive recourse if the second-stage cost f(x,z)>−∞ for all x∈X and z ∈W.

The following result reveals a relation between the cost vector d and the recourse matrix B

under the sufficiently expensive recourse condition.

Lemma 1. Under the sufficiently expensive recourse condition, the vector of cost parameters d

is a non-negative linear combination of rows of the recourse matrix B.

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that d is not a non-negative linear combination

of {Bm:}m∈[M ], i.e., the problem maxp{0 |B⊤p= d, p≥ 0} is infeasible. Then the dual problem

minq{d⊤q |Bq ≥ 0} is unbounded because q = 0 is always a feasible solution. Hence, there must

be some q satisfying d⊤q < 0. This, however, contradicts to sufficiently expensive recourse that

requires f(x,z) to be bounded from below. □

In this paper, to assure the feasibility and the boundedness of the second-stage problem, relatively

complete recourse and sufficiently expensive recourse are always assumed in our framework. We

are interested in solving the following adjustable distributionally robust optimization problem

min c⊤x+ ρ(x)

s.t. x∈X .
(2)

Here, the optimal here-and-now decision x minimizes the sum of the deterministic first-stage cost

and its corresponding worst-case expected second-stage cost,

ρ(x) = sup
P∈F

EP[f(x, z̃)], (3)
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under an infinitely constrained ambiguity set F of the form

F =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[g(q, z̃)]≤ h(q) ∀q ∈Q

P[z̃ ∈W] = 1


(4)

with µ ∈ RI , Q⊆ RI , g :Q×RI 7→ R and h :Q 7→ R. The support set W is non-empty, bounded,

and tractable conic representable. For any given q ∈ Q, the function g(q,z) is tractable conic

representable with respect to z. We also assume that µ∈W and g(q,µ)≤ h(q) for all q ∈Q. The

inclusion of a possibly infinite number of expectation constraints grants F great modeling power.

Chen et al. (2019) show that a generic distributionally robust optimization problem (including

problem (2) that we consider) with any ambiguity set can be represented as one with an infinitely

constrained ambiguity set. Apart from its generality, the infinitely constrained ambiguity set (4)

is able to specify several interesting properties of probability distributions, including stochastic

dominance, mean-dispersion, fourth moment, and entropic dominance—each of these has its own

merit in characterizing the uncertainty. We refer interested readers to Chen et al. (2019) for more

details on the modeling power of infinitely constrained ambiguity sets.

A key ingredient of solving problem (2) is the evaluation of the worst-case expected second-stage

cost ρ(x), for a fixed decision x. Unfortunately, the possibly infinitely many expectation constraints

render problem (3) becomes intractable, even when not accounting for adjustability (Chen et al.

2019). To tackle this issue of intractability, we consider a relaxed ambiguity set

FR =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[g(q, z̃)]≤ h(q) ∀q ∈ Q̄

P[z̃ ∈W] = 1


,

which involves a finite subset of expectation constraints parameterized by Q̄ = {qj ∈Q : j ∈ [J ]}.
Based on the relaxed ambiguity set FR, we also define a lifted ambiguity set GR that encompasses

the primary random variable z̃ and the auxiliary lifted random variable ũ:

GR =


Q∈P0

(
RI ×RJ

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(z̃, ũ)∼Q

EQ[z̃] =µ

EQ[ũj]≤ h(qj) ∀j ∈ [J ]

Q[(z̃, ũ)∈ W̄] = 1


,

where the lifted support set W̄ is defined as the epigraph of g together with the support set W:

W̄ =
{
(z,u)∈RI ×RJ | z ∈W, g(qj,z)≤ uj ∀j ∈ [J ]

}
.
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Throughout this paper we utilize the concept of conic representation and make the following

assumption for tractability.

Assumption 1. Given any finite Q̄, the conic representation of the set {(z,u) ∈ W̄ : z = µ}

satisfies the Slater’s condition.

The lifted ambiguity set is first introduced by Wiesemann et al. (2014) for designing a standard

form of the ambiguity set, where one of the key features is the neat expectation constraint that

resides in an affine manifold. Indeed, the ambiguity sets FR and GR are equivalent in a way described

in the following lemma proposed by Wiesemann et al. (2014).

Lemma 2 (theorem 5, Wiesemann et al. 2014). The ambiguity set FR is equivalent to the set of

marginal distributions of z̃ under all joint distribution Q∈ GR, that is, FR =∪Q∈GR
{Πz̃Q}.

By virtue of Lemma 2, we have

ρ̄(x) = sup
Q∈GR

EQ[f(x, z̃)] = sup
P∈FR

EP[f(x, z̃)]≥ sup
P∈F

EP[f(x, z̃)] = ρ(x).

That is, concerning with an upper bound of the worst-case expected second-stage cost ρ(x), ambi-

guity sets FR and GR are essentially the same. Quite notably, Bertsimas et al. (2019) show that

inclusion of the auxiliary random variable ũ in GR would yield, in a systematic manner, an enhance-

ment of the LDR approximation for the adjustable distributionally robust optimization problems.

We will introduce this technique and adopt it to our setting in the next section.

3. (Extended) Linear Decision Rule Approximation

In the remainder of this paper, without loss of generality, we will focus on ρ(x) in (3), which

can be seamlessly incorporated into problem (2) for obtaining the optimal here-and-now decision.

Under the condition of relatively complete and sufficiently expensive recourse, we can represent

the objective function of the second-stage problem by exploring strong duality of a linear program:

f(x,z) = maxk∈[K]

{
p⊤
k (b(z)−A(z)x)

}
, where {pk}k∈[K] are extreme points of the polyhedron

{p≥ 0 :B⊤p= d}. The upper bound of ρ(x) thus becomes

ρ̄(x) = sup
P∈FR

EP

[
max
k∈[K]

{
p⊤
k (b(z̃)−A(z̃)x)

}]
, (5)

which is the worst-case expectation of a convex and piecewise affine objective function over the

relaxed ambiguity set FR. Using the standard approach in distributionally robust optimization

(see, e.g., Delage and Ye 2010, Wiesemann et al. 2014), problem (5) can be reformulated as a

conic program (Bertsimas et al. 2019). The resultant reformulation, however, is computationally

expensive unless the number of extreme points is small. Hence, it is necessary and of practical
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interest to derive tractable approximations. To this end, first observe that we can also express

problem (3) as a minimization problem over a measurable functional y as follows:

ρ̄(x) =


min sup

P∈FR

EP[d
⊤y (z̃)]

s.t. A(z)x+By(z)≥ b(z) ∀z ∈W

y ∈RI,L,

(6)

where RI,L is the space of all measurable functions from RI to RL. However, problem (6) is also

computationally intractable because one is optimizing over arbitrary functions that reside in the

infinite-dimensional space. Nevertheless, we can obtain an approximation from above by restricting

y to a smaller class of functions. For instance, in the classical LDR approximation (Garstka and

Wets 1974 and Ben-Tal et al. 2004), the admissible function is restricted to one that is affinely

dependent on the primary random variable z, i.e., y ∈LL, where

LL =

y ∈RI,L

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃y0, y1i, ∀i∈ [I] :

y(z) = y0 +
∑
i∈[I]

y1izi

 .

Consequently, under the LDR approximation, we obtain an upper bound of ρ̄(x) by solving

ρ̄LDR(x) =


min sup

P∈FR

EP[d
⊤y(z̃)]

s.t. A(z)x+By(z)≥ b(z) ∀z ∈W

y ∈LL.

Bertsimas et al. (2019) recently introduce an enhancement of the LDR approximation, to which

we refer as the extended linear decision rule (ELDR) approximation, by considering the lifted

ambiguity set GR and an LDR with dependence on both z̃ and the auxiliary random variable ũ.

Specially, with the ELDR approximation, one can solve

ρ̄ELDR(x) =


min sup

Q∈GR

EQ[d
⊤y(z̃, ũ)]

s.t. A(z)x+By(z,u)≥ b(z) ∀(z,u)∈ W̄

y ∈ L̄L,

(7)

where the recourse decision y is restricted in the following class of affine functions:

L̄L =

y ∈RI+J,L

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃y0, y1i, y2j, ∀i∈ [I], j ∈ [J ] :

y(z,u) = y0 +
∑
i∈[I]

y1izi +
∑
j∈[J]

y2juj

 .

As a larger class of functions, the ELDR approximation improves over the LDR approximation:

that is, ρ̄LDR(x)≥ ρ̄ELDR(x)≥ ρ̄(x). Bertsimas et al. (2019) also point out that under the complete
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recourse assumption (and if necessary, some other mild conditions), by applying the ELDR approx-

imation, the potential infeasibility issue of the LDR approximation can be resolved, and even the

exact solution for adjustable problems with a one-dimensional adjustable decision (i.e., L= 1) can

be obtained. We summarize the advantages of the ELDR approximation in the following result.

Lemma 3. [theorems 2-4, Bertsimas et al. 2019] The ELDR approximation of the worst-case

second-stage cost (6) under GR, problem (7), possesses the following advantages:

(i) It performs at least as well as the LDR approximation, i.e., ρ̄LDR(x)≥ ρ̄ELDR(x)≥ ρ̄(x).

(ii) If problem (1) has complete and sufficiently expensive recourse, then for any ambiguity set FR

such that EP[|z̃i|]<+∞ ∀i∈ [I], P∈FR, there exists a lifted ambiguity set GR whose corresponding

ELDR approximation is feasible in problem (7).

(iii) If problem (1) has complete recourse and has only one second-stage decision variable, i.e.,

L= 1, then ρ(x) = ρ̄ELDR(x).

In the rest of this paper, we will work with the lifted ambiguity set GR and seek to improve

the ELDR approximation ρ̄ELDR(x) as an upper bound of ρ(x). Before proceeding, we conclude

this section by showing that problem (7) can be reformulated as a tractable conic optimization

problem, provided that problem (1) has relatively complete and sufficiently expensive recourse.

Theorem 1. Suppose the second-stage problem (1) has relatively complete and sufficiently

expensive recourse. Then for any decision x∈X , problem (7) is equivalent to a conic program:

ρ̄ELDR(x) =



inf d⊤y0 +
∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y1iµi +
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y2jh(qj)

s.t. A0x− b0 +By0 ≥ t

A1,m:x− b1m +Bm:y11

...

AI,m:x− bIm +Bm:y1I

 ,

Bm:y21

...

Bm:y2J

 , tm
∈K∗ ∀m∈ [M ]

t∈RM , y0, y1i, y2j ∈RL ∀i∈ [I], j ∈ [J ],

(8)

where K∗ is the dual cone of K= cl{(z,u, v) ∈RI ×RJ ×R | (z,u)/v ∈ W̄, v > 0}, and for i ∈ [I]

and m∈ [M ], Ai,m: is the m-th row of the matrix Ai.

Proof of Theorem 1. Introducing dual variables α, β, and γ, the dual of problem (7) is

ρ̄ELDR(x)≤



inf α+β⊤µ+
∑
j∈[J]

γjh(qj)

s.t. α+β⊤z+γ⊤u≥ d⊤y(z,u) ∀(z,u)∈ W̄

A(z)x+By(z,u)≥ b(z) ∀(z,u)∈ W̄

α∈R, β ∈RI , γ ∈RJ
+, y ∈ L̄L.

(9)
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Observe that each constraint in problem (9) requires a classical robust counterpart to be not

less than a certain threshold. For instance, we can present the first constraint as

d⊤y0 −α≤


inf β⊤z+γ⊤u−

∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y1izi −
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y2juj

s.t. (z,u,1)⪰K 0

z ∈RI , u∈RJ .

The dual of the right-hand side optimization problem is

sup −t0

s.t.

β−


d⊤y11

...

d⊤y1I

 , γ−


d⊤y21

...

d⊤y2J

 , t0
∈K∗

t0 ∈R,

implying that the first constraint is satisfiable if the following constraint system is feasible:

α−d⊤y0 − t0 ≥ 0β−


d⊤y11

...

d⊤y1I

 , γ−


d⊤y21

...

d⊤y2J

 , t0
∈K∗.

We can replace other constraints in a similar way and obtain:

ρ̄ELDR(x)≤



inf α+β⊤µ+
∑
j∈[J]

γjh(qj)

s.t. α−d⊤y0 − t0 ≥ 0β−


d⊤y11

...

d⊤y1I

 , γ−


d⊤y21

...

d⊤y2J

 , t0
∈K∗

A0x− b0 +By0 ≥ t

A1,m:x− b1m +Bm:y11

...

AI,m:x− bIm +Bm:y1I

 ,

Bm:y21

...

Bm:y2J

 , tm
∈K∗ ∀m∈ [M ]

α∈R, β ∈RI , γ ∈RJ
+, t0 ∈R, t∈RM , y0, y1i, y2j ∈RL ∀i∈ [I], j ∈ [J ].

(10)
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Since the optimal α of problem (10) takes a value of d⊤y0+ t0, we can, with some variable substi-

tutions, plug the first two constraints into the objective and represent problem (10) as

inf d⊤y0 +
∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y1iµi +
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y2jh(qj)+

t0 + r0
⊤µ+

∑
j∈[J]

s0jh(qj)


s.t. A0x− b0 +By0 ≥ t


A1,m:x− b1m +Bm:y11

...

AI,m:x− bIm +Bm:y1I

 ,

Bm:y21

...

Bm:y2J

 , tm
∈K∗ ∀m∈ [M ]


d⊤y21

...

d⊤y2J

+ s0 ≥ 0

(r0,s0, t0)∈K∗

r0 ∈RI , s0 ∈RJ , t0 ∈R, t∈RM , y0,y1i,y2j ∈RL ∀i∈ [I], j ∈ [J ].

(11)

It remains to argue that it is free to remove the second last constraint and set (r0,s0, t0) = 0

(that is, the last constraint can be removed, too). Observe that for any (z,u, v) ∈ K, we have

(z,u+ δ, v)∈K ∀δ≥ 0. By the definition of dual cone, for any (r,s, t)∈K∗ and δ≥ 0, we have r⊤z+ s⊤u+ tv≥ 0

r⊤z+ s⊤u+ tv+ s⊤δ≥ 0,

implying s≥ 0. That is to say, s≥ 0 holds for any (r,s, t) ∈K∗, which further implies s0 ≥ 0 and

(Bm:y21, · · · ,Bm:y2J)≥ 0 in (11). By Lemma 1, it then follows that (d⊤y21, · · · ,d⊤y2J)≥ 0. Hence,

the second last constraint in (11) is redundant. The fourth term in the objective of (11) can be

written as (r0,s0, t0)
⊤(µ, h(q1), · · · , h(qJ),1). Recall that µ ∈W and g(q,µ)≤ h(q) for all q ∈Q,

we then have (µ, h(q1), · · · , h(qJ),1)∈K. Since (11) is a minimization problem and (r0,s0, t0)∈K∗,

then (r0,s0, t0) = 0 at optimality. We can now conclude that (11) is equivalent to the right-hand

side of (8). Finally, throughout this proof, strong duality follows from the assumptions that the

second-stage problem (1) has relatively complete and sufficiently expensive recourse, as well as the

imposed Slater’s condition; see details in (Bertsimas et al. 2019). □

4. Separation Problem for Tightening the Relaxation

To tighten the relaxation to the infinitely constrained ambiguity set, and ultimately, to improve the

ELDR approximation as a tighter upper bound of the adjustable distributionally robust optimiza-

tion problem, one natural idea is to include more expectation constraints in FR. In this section,

we propose a greedy procedure to effectively identify such expectation constraints.
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Given an ambiguity set GR, ρ̄ELDR(x) can be reformulated as problem (8), whose dual is given

by the following conic optimization problem:2

ρ̄ELDR(x) =



sup
∑

m∈[M ]

{
ηm(b0m −A0,m:x)+

∑
i∈[I]

ξmi(bim −Ai,m:x)

}
s.t.

∑
m∈[M ]

ηmB
⊤
m: = d∑

m∈[M ]

ξmiB
⊤
m: = µid ∀i∈ [I]∑

m∈[M ]

ζmjB
⊤
m: = h(qj)d ∀j ∈ [J ]

(ξm,ζm, ηm)⪰K 0 ∀m∈ [M ]

ξm ∈RI , ζm ∈RJ , ηm ∈R ∀m∈ [M ],

(12)

where the set of conic constraints is equivalent to

ξm
ηm

∈W and g

(
qj,

ξm
ηm

)
≤ ζmj

ηm
∀j ∈ [J ], m∈ [M ].3

Each j-th expectation constraint EP[g(qj, z̃)] ≤ h(qj) in the relaxed ambiguity set FR leads to,

in problem (12), a collection of decision variables {ξmj}m∈[M ] as well as two collections of con-

straints
∑

m∈[M ] ζmjB
⊤
m: = h(qj) and g(qj,ξm/ηm)≤ ζmj/ηm. Inspired by this observation, given the

optimal solution (η⋆
m,ξ

⋆
m)m∈[M ] to problem (12), we can identify a violated expectation constraint

EP[g(q, z̃)]>h(q) for some q ∈Q\ Q̄, if the following system is infeasible:
∑

m∈[M ]

ζmB
⊤
m: = h(q)d

η⋆
m · g

(
q,

ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

)
≤ ζm ∀m∈ [M ];

or equivalently, if the following linear program over ζ, given the particular parameter q, is infeasible:

min 0

s.t.
∑

m∈[M ]

ζmB
⊤
m: = h(q)d

ζm ≥ θm(q) ∀m∈ [M ]

ζ ∈RM ,

(13)

where given (η⋆
m,ξ

⋆
m), we denote θm(q) = η⋆

m · g(q,ξ⋆
m/η

⋆
m) for each m∈ [M ].

We refer to the following dual of problem (13) as the indicator problem:

max
λ∈recc(B)

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)Bm:λ−h(q)d⊤λ, (14)

2 Strong duality herein is a byproduct of the established strong duality in Theorem 1; see, e.g., Bertsimas et al. (2019).

3 It is not hard to argue that ξ⋆
m = 0 whenever η⋆

m = 0, because otherwise the boundedness of W would be violated.
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where recc(B) = {λ∈RL |Bλ≥ 0} is the recession cone generated by the recourse matrix B. Since

problem (14) is always feasible, its objective goes to positive infinity whenever problem (13) is

infeasible, indicating a violated expectation constraint EP[g(q, z̃)]>h(q). In addition, observe that

for a particular q ∈ Q \ Q̄, the corresponding indicator problem (14) is unbounded if and only if

some extreme ray λ⋆ of recc(B) satisfies
∑

m∈[M ] θm(q)Bm:λ
⋆−h(q)d⊤λ⋆ > 0. In summary, to find

a q ∈Q\Q̄ that leads to a violated expectation constraint to be included in the relaxed ambiguity

set, it is equivalent to verify whether for some extreme ray λ⋆ of recc(B),

max
q∈Q

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)Bm:λ
⋆ −h(q)d⊤λ⋆ > 0 ⇐⇒ min

q∈Q
h(q)d⊤λ⋆ −

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)Bm:λ
⋆ < 0.

Therefore, to identify a violated expectation constraint, it is sufficient to focus on the finitely many

extreme rays of recc(B) and for each extreme ray λ⋆, solve the separation problem

max
q∈Q

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)Bm:λ
⋆ −h(q)d⊤λ⋆ ⇐⇒ min

q∈Q
h(q)d⊤λ⋆ −

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)Bm:λ
⋆. (15)

Note that given recc(B), the number of its extreme rays is known to be always finite and they can

be easily identified in many specific problems such as our three experiments in Section 6; see, for

example, Definition 4 and Theorem 4. In correspondence to an extreme ray λ⋆ of recc(B), there

exists Q⋆ ∈ GR such that the objective function of the maximization problem in (15) can be read

as d⊤λ⋆(EQ⋆ [g(q, z̃)]−h(q)). As a result, the separation problem (15) becomes

max
q∈Q

d⊤λ⋆(EQ⋆ [g(q, z̃)]−h(q)) ⇐⇒ min
q∈Q

d⊤λ⋆(h(q)−EQ⋆ [g(q, z̃)]).

Indeed, such a distribution Q⋆ can be interpreted as the worst-case distribution in the ambigu-

ity set GR because the value of ρ̄ELDR(x) coincides with the expectation of the optimal ELDR

approximation with respect to this distribution Q⋆. We formalize these results as follows.

Theorem 2. Suppose the second-stage problem (1) has relatively complete and sufficiently

expensive recourse. Let (ξ⋆
m,ζ

⋆
m, η

⋆
m)m∈[M ] be the optimal solution of problem (12) and λ⋆ be an

extreme ray of recc(B). We have:

(i) The probability distribution defined as

Q⋆

[
(z̃, ũ) =

(
ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

,
ζ⋆
m

η⋆
m

)]
=

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m ∀m∈ [M ] : η⋆

m > 0

resides in GR, that is, Q⋆ ∈ GR. The expected second-stage cost under Q⋆ is bounded from above by

ρ̄ELDR(x), that is, EQ⋆ [f(x, z̃)]≤ ρ̄ELDR(x).

(ii) The objective function of problem (15) in the left-hand side presentation as a maximization

problem can be represented as d⊤λ⋆ (EQ⋆ [g(q, z̃)]−h(q)).
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(iii) Let y⋆ be the optimal ELDR approximation obtained from solving problem (8), then

EQ⋆ [d⊤y⋆(z̃, ũ)] = d⊤y⋆
0 +
∑

i∈[I] d
⊤y⋆

1iµi +
∑

j∈[J] d
⊤y⋆

2jh(qj) = ρ̄ELDR(x).

Proof of Theorem 2. We only need to focus on the case where every extreme ray λ⋆ satisfies

d⊤λ⋆ > 0. If d⊤λ⋆ = 0, then Bλ⋆ ≥ 0 implies Bm:λ
⋆ = 0 ∀m∈ [M ], where we recall from Lemma 1

that d is a non-negative linear combination of rows of B under the sufficiently expensive recourse

condition. Such a case is trivial since the objective of problem (15) is always zero for any q ∈Q.

In view of (i), we directly verify Q⋆ ∈ GR. Firstly, the support constraint naturally follows.

Secondly, for the probability constraint, we observe that∑
m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m =

∑
m∈[M ] η

⋆
mBm:λ

⋆

d⊤λ⋆
=

d⊤λ⋆

d⊤λ⋆
= 1.

Thirdly, for the expectation constraint, we have

EQ⋆ [z̃] =
∑

m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m

ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

=

∑
m∈[M ]Bm:λ

⋆ξ⋆
m

d⊤λ⋆
=µ,

and for each j-th expectation constraint, we have

EQ⋆ [g(qj, z̃)] =
∑

m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
mg

(
qj,

ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

)
≤

∑
m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m

ζ⋆mj

η⋆
m

= h(qj).

Finally, Q⋆ ∈ GR yields EQ⋆ [f(x, z̃)]≤ supQ∈GR
EQ[f(x, z̃)] = ρ̄(x)≤ ρ̄ELDR(x).

As for (ii), it is sufficient to note that

∑
m∈[M ] θm(q)Bm:λ

⋆ = d⊤λ⋆
∑

m∈[M ]

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
mg

(
q,

ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

)
= d⊤λ⋆

∑
m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
mg

(
q,

ξ⋆
m

η⋆
m

)
= d⊤λ⋆EQ⋆ [g(q, z̃)].

In view of (iii), we compute the value of EQ⋆ [d⊤y⋆(z̃, ũ)] as follows:

EQ⋆ [d⊤y⋆(z̃, ũ)] =
∑

m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m

(
d⊤y⋆

0 +
∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y⋆
1i

ξ⋆mi

η⋆
m

+
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y⋆
2j

ζ⋆mj

η⋆
m

)

= d⊤y⋆
0 +

∑
m∈[M ]:η⋆m>0

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
η⋆
m

(∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y⋆
1i

ξ⋆mi

η∗
m

+
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y⋆
2j

ζ⋆mj

η⋆
m

)

= d⊤y⋆
0 +

∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y⋆
1i

 ∑
m∈[M ]

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
ξ⋆mi

+
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y⋆
2j

 ∑
m∈[M ]

Bm:λ
⋆

d⊤λ⋆
ζ⋆mj


= d⊤y⋆

0 +
∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y⋆
1iµi +

∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y⋆
2jh(qj),

which coincides with ρ̄ELDR(x). □
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Algorithm 1: GIP for Tightening the ELDR Approximation for Problem (2)

Input: An initial finite subset Q̄ ⊆Q and a maximal number of iterations

repeat
step 1: Solve problem (7) with GR parameterized by Q̄ and obtain solution x⋆.

step 2: Given the optimal solution x⋆, solve problem (12) to obtain (η⋆
m,ξ

⋆
m)m∈[M ].

step 3: Compute q such that the corresponding indicator problem (14) is unbounded and

update Q̄= Q̄ ∪ {q} in GR.

until problem (14) is bounded for all q ∈Q or the maximal number of iterations is reached;

Output: Solution x⋆

To conclude this section, we propose an algorithm, called greedy improvement procedure (GIP),

which leverages the unboundedness of the indicator problem for tightening the ELDR upper bound

of the desired ρ(x). Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of how GIP solves problem (2), where

the idea is to tighten the ambiguity set (towards the infinitely constrained one) while at the same

time, enhancing the ELDR approximation. Specifically, on the one hand, we identify violated

expectation constraints to be included in the relaxed ambiguity set FR (steps 2 and 3), so as

to obtain a tighter relaxation of the infinitely constrained ambiguity set F ; on the other hand,

additional auxiliary random variables in the lifted ambiguity set that corresponds to newly added

constraints contribute to gradually improving the approximation quality of ELDR (step 1).

We remark that in correspondence to various choices of the infinitely constrained ambiguity

set, computing q in step 3 may reduce to different types of problems. For example, when using a

covariance dominance ambiguity set introduced subsequently in Section 6.1, for each extreme ray

λ⋆ of recc(B) (and the respective worst-case distribution Q⋆ as given in Theorem 2), the separation

problem (15) reduces to

min
∥q∥2≤1

d⊤λ⋆(q⊤Σq−EQ⋆ [(q⊤(z̃−µ))2]) ⇐⇒ min
q

q⊤(Σ−EQ⋆ [(z̃−µ)(z̃−µ)⊤])q,

which is a minimal eigenvalue problem that can be solved efficiently. For another example, when

considering a fourth moment ambiguity set in the coming Section 6.3, the separation problem

reduces to finding the minimum of a multivariate polynomial—a problem that can be solved by

using numerical optimization techniques such as the trust region method.

5. Generalization to Multi-Stage Problems

Although two-stage and multi-stage adjustable problems appear to be similar, their computational

complexities differs considerably (Georghiou et al. 2015). For instance, obtaining the exact solu-

tions of two-stage linear problems is already #P-hard, while multi-stage adjustable problems are
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believed to be “computationally intractable already when medium-accuracy solutions are sought”

(Shapiro and Nemirovski 2005). A key challenge of solving multi-stage problems is to include non-

anticipativity constraints that are necessary to capture the nature of multi-stage decisions, which

should be (only) adjustable to sequentially revealed information. Fortunately, our approach to

iteratively improves the ELDR approximation can be extended to multi-stage problems.

Let us consider a (T + 1)-stage problem. For every t ∈ [T ], in processing from stage t to stage

(t+1), the uncertain components zi with i ∈ [It] \ [It−1] of the overall uncertainty z reveal, where

0 = I0 < I1 < · · ·< IT = I. We consider the following infinitely constrained ambiguity set

F =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[g (q, z̃)]≤ h(q) ∀q ∈Qt, t∈ [T ]

P [z̃ ∈W] = 1


.

For each t∈ [T ], let Q̄t = {qtj}j∈[Jt] ⊆Qt. Then we have the relaxed ambiguity set

FR =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[g (qtj, z̃)]≤ h(qtj) ∀t∈ [T ], j ∈ [Jt]

P [z̃ ∈W] = 1


and the corresponding lifted ambiguity set GR that encompasses the auxiliary random variable:

GR =


Q∈P0

(
RI ×RJ

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(z̃, ũ)∼Q

EQ[z̃] =µ

EQ[ũtj]≤ h(qtj) ∀t∈ [T ], j ∈ [Jt]

Q
[
(z̃, ũ)∈ W̄

]
= 1


,

where J =
∑

t∈[T ] Jt and W̄ = {(z,u)∈RI ×RJ | z ∈W, g(qtj,z)≤ utj ∀t∈ [T ], j ∈ [Jt]}.

Given the subsets Iℓ ⊆ [I] that reflect the information dependency of the adjustable decisions yℓ

for every ℓ∈ [L], we consider the generalization of problem (6) as follows:

ϕ̄(x) =


min sup

P∈FR

EP[d
⊤y (z̃)]

s.t. A(z)x+By(z)≥ b(z) ∀z ∈W

yℓ ∈RI(Iℓ) ∀ℓ∈ [L],

(16)

where we define the space of restricted measurable functions as

RI(I) =
{
y ∈RI,1

∣∣ y(v) = y(w) ∀v,w ∈RI : vk =wk ∀k ∈ I
}
.
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Problem (16) solves for the optimal decision rule that takes into account non-anticipativity. Note

that without loss of generality, we can assume ∅ ≠ I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ IL = [I]. Following the spirit of

ELDR approximation, we consider an upper bound of ϕ̄(x) as follows:

ϕ̄ELDR(x) =


min sup

P∈GR

EP[d
⊤y (z̃, ũ)]

s.t. A(z)x+By(z,u)≥ b(z) ∀(z,u)∈ W̄

yℓ ∈ L̄(Iℓ,Jℓ) ∀ℓ∈ [L],

where the LDR takes the form of

L̄(I,J ) =

y ∈RI+J,1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∃y0, y1i, y2j ∈R, ∀i∈ I, j ∈J :

y(z,u) = y0 +
∑

i∈I y1izi +
∑

j∈J y2juj


and subsets Jℓ ⊆ [J ], ℓ ∈ [L] are consistent with the information restriction imposed by Iℓ ⊆ [I].

Applying similar techniques as in the proof of Theorem 1, ϕ̄ELDR(x) is equivalent to a conic program:

ϕ̄ELDR(x) =



inf d⊤y0 +
∑
i∈[I]

d⊤y1iµi +
∑
j∈[J]

d⊤y2jh(qj)

s.t. A0,m:x− b0m +Bm:y0 − tm ≥ 0 ∀m∈ [M ]
A1,m:x− b1m +Bm:y11

...

AI,m:x− bIm +Bm:y1I

− rm = 0 ∀m∈ [M ]


Bm:y21

...

Bm:y2J

− sm = 0 ∀m∈ [M ]

(rm,sm, tm)⪰K∗ 0 ∀m∈ [M ]

y1iℓ = 0 ∀ℓ∈ [L], i∈ [I] \ Iℓ

y2jℓ = 0 ∀ℓ∈ [L], j ∈ [J ] \Jℓ

rm ∈RI , sm ∈RJ , t∈RM , y0,y1i,y2j ∈RL ∀i∈ [I], j ∈ [J ], m∈ [M ],

provided that the problem has relatively complete and sufficiently expensive recourse.
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Taking dual of ϕ̄ELDR(x), we obtain

ϕ̄ELDR(x) =



sup
∑

m∈[M ]

{
ηm(b0m −A0,m:x)+

∑
i∈[I]

ξmi(bim −Ai,m:x)

}
s.t.

∑
m∈[M ]

ηmB
⊤
m: = d∑

m∈[M ]

ξmiBmℓ = µidℓ ∀ℓ∈ [L], i∈ Iℓ∑
m∈[M ]

ζmjBmℓ = h(qj)dℓ ∀ℓ∈ [L], j ∈Jℓ

(ξm,ζm, ηm)⪰K 0 ∀m∈ [M ]

ξm ∈RI , ζm ∈RJ , ηm ∈R ∀m∈ [M ].

Given the optimal solution (η⋆
m,ξ

⋆
m)m∈[M ], we can identify a violated expectation constraint if the

following optimization problem is infeasible for a particular q⋆ ∈Qt for some t∈ [T ]:

min 0

s.t.
∑

m∈[M ]

ζmBmℓ = h(q⋆)dℓ ∀ℓ∈ [L] : κℓ(q
⋆) = 1

ζm ≥ θm(q
⋆) ∀m∈ [M ]

ζ ∈RM ,

(17)

where for all ℓ ∈ [L], κℓ : Q 7→ {0,1} is an indicator function such that κℓ (q
⋆) = 1 means that

the adjustable decision yℓ depends on ũ⋆ associated with the expectation constraint EP[g(q
⋆, z̃)]≤

h(q⋆). Given (η⋆
m,ξ

⋆
m), we denote θm(q) = η⋆

m · g(q,ξ⋆
m/η

⋆
m) for all m ∈ [M ]. Following from afore-

mentioned set-ups, we assume that q⋆ ∈Qt implies

κℓ(q
⋆) =

 1 [It]⊆Iℓ

0 otherwise.

Let L⋆ be the cardinality of the set {ℓ ∈ [L] : κℓ(q
⋆) = 1}, B⋆ ∈ RM,L⋆

be the sub-matrix of

B whose columns correspond to those non-zero columns in Bdiag(κ1(q
⋆), κ2(q

⋆), . . . , κL(q
⋆)),

and d⋆ be the sub-vector of d whose elements correspond to those non-zero components in

diag(κ1(q
⋆), κ2(q

⋆), . . . , κL(q
⋆))d. A direct implication of Lemma 1 concludes that under the suffi-

ciently expensive recourse condition, d⋆ defined above is a non-negative linear combination of rows

of B⋆. Using these notations, we can present the (simplified) dual of problem (17) as

max
λ⋆∈recc(B⋆)

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q
⋆)(B⋆

m:λ
⋆)−h(q⋆)(d⋆⊤λ⋆),
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which is feasible so its objective goes to positive infinity if problem (17) is infeasible. Therefore,

we can identify a violated expectation constraint by focusing on the finitely many extreme rays of

recc(B⋆) and for each of them (denoted by λ⋆), solve the separation problem

max
q⋆∈Qt

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q
⋆)(B⋆

m:λ
⋆)−h(q⋆)(d⋆⊤λ⋆).

6. Numerical Experiments

We conduct three numerical studies to test the performance of the proposed methodology. The

first one is a multi-item newsvendor problem (Section 6.1) and the second one is a hospital bed

quota allocation problem (Section 6.2), both are two-stage problems. The third study focuses on a

fundamental multi-stage single-item inventory control problem (Section 6.3). In our experiments,

we evaluate the scalability of our methodology in terms of problem size, and we test two specific

examples of infinitely constrained ambiguity sets, namely covariance dominance ambiguity set (in

Section 6.1 and Section 6.2) and fourth moment ambiguity set (in Section 6.3). All optimization

problems are solved by MOSEK on a 2.3GHz processor with 32GB memory.

6.1. Multi-Item Newsvendor Problem

Consider the newsvendor who faces random demands (Hadley and Whitin 1963). For each item

i∈ [I], the unit selling price, ordering cost, salvage cost and stock-out cost are denoted as vi, ci, gi

and bi, respectively. We assume ci < vi and gi < vi to ensure that this problem is profitable without

arbitrage opportunity. For any item i ∈ [I], we denote the order quantity as xi and the realized

demand as zi; hence the corresponding sale is min{xi, zi}. The total cost is

f(x,z) =
∑
i∈[I]

(cixi − vimin{xi, zi}− gi (xi −min{xi, zi})+ bi (zi −min{xi, zi}))

= (c−v− b)⊤x+ b⊤z+(v+ b− g)⊤(x−z)+,

Given a known demand distribution P∈P0(RI), the multi-item newsvendor problem is given by

min
x∈X

EP[f(x, z̃)] =min
x∈X

(c−v− b)⊤x+EP[b
⊤z̃+(v+ b− g)⊤(x− z̃)+],

where X is a feasible budget set.

In the single-item newsvendor problem without budget constraint, the optimal order quantity is

known to be a celebrated critical quantile of the demand distribution. However, possible correla-

tion among multiple items prohibits the extension of this result, because evaluating the expected

positive part in the objective function involves multi-dimensional integration and is computation-

ally prohibitive even when the joint demand distribution is known. In addition, estimating the

joint demand distribution of items is also statistically challenging. Hence, it is often of interest to
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investigate the distributionally robust optimization approach to solve the multi-item newsvendor

problem (see, e.g., Hanasusanto et al. 2015 and Natarajan and Teo 2017)

min
x∈X

(c−v− b)⊤x+ sup
P∈FC

EP[b
⊤z̃+(v+ b− g)⊤(x− z̃)+], (18)

which considers complete covariance information of uncertain demands captured in the following

covariance dominance ambiguity set in the format of an infinitely constrained ambiguity set:

FC =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[(q
⊤(z̃−µ))2]≤ q⊤Σq ∀q ∈Q

P[z̃ ∈W] = 1


,

where Q= {q ∈RI | ∥q∥2 ≤ 1}. An alternative is to replace the collection of infinitely many expecta-

tion constraints EP[(q
⊤(z̃−µ))2]≤ q⊤Σq ∀q ∈Q by a single conic inequality EP[(z̃−µ)(z̃−µ)⊤]⪯

Σ. However, this alternative will typically lead to a reformulation that involves positive semidefinite

constraints, which does not scale gracefully and can be very hard to solve when the problem further

involves discrete decision variables. In stark contrast, we adopt in our proposed methodology the

relaxed ambiguity sets to the above covariance dominance ambiguity set, given by

FR =


P∈P0

(
RI
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[(q
⊤(z̃−µ))2]≤ q⊤Σq ∀q ∈ Q̄

P[z̃ ∈W] = 1


for some Q̄ with |Q̄|<∞, which leads to a second-order cone program reformulation that scales

gracefully in practice and allows discrete decisions. Commonly used relaxed ambiguity sets include

the marignal moment ambiguity set with Q̄= {ei}i∈[I] (see, e.g., Mak et al. 2014) and the partial

cross-moments ambiguity set where Q̄ contains {ei}i∈[I] and some other elements such as 1. For

adjustable optimization problems, Bertsimas et al. (2019) show for adjustable optimization prob-

lems that even the little additional cross-moments information imposed in the later can improve

the model performance and raise a question on how to systematically adapt and improve from

partial cross-moments (towards complete covariance). As shown in our numerical evidences in this

newsvendor problem as well as the other two problems coming subsequently, our proposed GIP

algorithm, by identifying violating expectation constraints and improving the ELDR approxima-

tion, provides a positive answer to this interesting question.
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Introducing an adjustable decision y, we can reformulate problem (18) as a two-stage problem:

min (c−v− b)⊤x+ sup
P∈FC

EP[b
⊤z̃+(v+ b− g)⊤y(z̃)]

s.t. y(z)≥x−z ∀z ∈W

y(z)≥ 0 ∀z ∈W

x∈X , y ∈RI,L,

(19)

which can be solved by our framework. Quite notably, the recourse matrix B herein possesses a

property of simple recourse that is stronger than complete recourse.

Definition 4 (Simple recourse). The second-stage problem (1) has simple recourse, if and

only if it has complete recourse and each row of the recourse matrix B is a standard basis vector.

The simple recourse condition requires that B⊤
m: = ev(m) for some v(m)-th standard basis vector

ev(m), where v(·) is a mapping from the set [M ] to the set [L]. In such cases, the extreme rays

of recc(B) are standard basis vectors and the number of extreme rays is equal to the number of

adjustable decisions y (i.e., the number I of items in this experiment). Consequently, the separation

problem (15) can be significantly simplified.

Theorem 3. Suppose the second-stage problem (1) has simple recourse, then the indicator prob-

lem (14) is unbounded for a particular q ∈ Q \ Q̄ if and only if for some l ∈ [L], it holds that∑
m∈Ml

θm(q)−h(q)dl > 0. Here for each fixed l ∈ [L], Ml = {m∈ [M ] : v(m) = l}.

Proof of Theorem 3. Note that under the simple recourse condition, every extreme ray satisfies

λ⋆ ≥ 0. In addition, for each m ∈ [M ], we have Bm:λ
⋆ = e⊤

v(m)λ
⋆ = λ⋆

v(m) for some v(m) ∈ [L]. The

objective function of the separation problem (15) can be represented as∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)(Bm:λ
⋆)−h(q)(d⊤λ⋆) =

∑
m∈[M ]

θm(q)λ
⋆
v(m) −

∑
l∈[L]

h(q)dlλ
⋆
l

=
∑
l∈[L]

λ⋆
l

( ∑
m∈Ml

θm(q)−h(q)dl

)
,

which is additive and positive homogeneous in λ⋆. Thus, the objective goes to positive infinity if

and only if for some l ∈ [L], it holds that
∑

m∈Ml
θm(q)−h(q)dl > 0, concluding the proof. □

To test the performance of our proposed GIP algorithm on solving problem (19), we consider a

numerical experiment with set-ups that are inspired by Hanasusanto et al. (2015) and Natarajan

and Teo (2017). For a fixed number of items, we generate 100 random instances as follows. We first

sample the unit selling price v uniformly from [5,10]I , then we set the unit salvage (resp., stock-

out) cost to 10% (resp., 25%) of the unit selling price and sample the unit ordering cost uniformly

from 50% to 60% of the unit selling price. The mean demand µ is sampled uniformly from [5,100]I ,

while the standard deviation σ is sampled from independent uniform distributions on [µ,5µ].
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The correlations among demands are generated by first sampling a random matrix Υ∈RI×I with

independent elements uniformly distributed in [∆,1], and then setting the correlation matrix to

diag(w)V diag(w), where V =Υ⊤Υ andw is a vector whose i-th element is defined as wi = 1/
√
Vii.

Note that in the above process, we set the parameter ∆ to be non-negative, and so the demands

are positively correlated; also, a large value of ∆ implies that the demands are highly correlated. In

particular, we vary the parameter ∆ from {0,0.25,0.5,0.75}. We consider a box-typed support set

W = {z ∈RI
+ | z ≤ µ+3σ} with an upper bound scales with both mean and standard deviation.

Lastly, we consider the continuous feasible budget set X = {x∈RI
+ | 1⊤x≤ c⊤(µ+σ)}.

We start with the marginal moment ambiguity set and improve from that with our GIP algo-

rithm. In this experiment, we set the maximal number of iterations to be 50, and for practical

considerations, we also terminate the GIP algorithm when the improvement per iteration is less

than 0.2% for five consecutive iterations. We benchmark against the exact solution of problem (18),

obtained from solving the equivalent reformulation

min
x∈X

(c−v− b)⊤x+ b⊤µ+ sup
P∈FC

EP

[
max

S:S⊆[I]

∑
i∈S

(vi + bi − gi)(xi − z̃i)

]
, (20)

which is a special case of problem (5) and can be reformulated as a positive semidefinite program

wherein the number of constraints grows linearly with the number 2I of subsets S ⊆ [I]. Hence,

we will first study the cases of 5, 8, and 10 items so that exact optimal solutions are available for

comparisons. Average and median relative gaps to the exact objective value among 100 instances

are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that the conservativeness of considering only marginal

moment is more obvious as the positive correlations among demands get stronger. On the other

hand, by iteratively incorporating covariance information via more partial cross-moments, our GIP

algorithm can yield solutions that gradually (and significantly) mitigate the conservativeness. This

reveals the importance and benefits of considering covariance information in adjustable distribu-

tionally robust optimization problems. The difference between average and median gaps suggests

that there are some extreme instances where the ELDR approximation might be inferior. Conse-

quently, the ELDR approximation could perform even better if these outliers were discarded.

We next compare the GIP algorithm and the exact approach in terms of computational scala-

bility. To this end, we consider both continuous and discrete feasible budget sets, given by X =

{x∈RI
+ | 1⊤x≤ c⊤(µ+σ)} and X = {x∈ZI

+ | 1⊤x≤ c⊤(µ+σ)}, respectively. We fix ∆= 0.5 and

for the exact optimal solution to be available within one hour, we study 3 to 13 items when x is

continuous as well as 3 to 10 items when x is discrete. It is clear that the GIP algorithm, always

achieving average relative gaps that are within 4.5%, pays the cost of extra computation time for

iteratively improving the ELDR approximation; see the comparison between columns “MM” and
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5 items

∆ MM GIP

0 2.1 [0.5] 0.6 [0.3]

0.25 22.6 [2.4] 3.0 [0.6]

0.50 44.9 [16.2] 3.4 [0.6]

0.75 166.2 [48.2] 3.5 [0.1]

8 items

∆ MM GIP

0 44.3 [4.1] 4.4 [1.0]

0.25 81.3 [33.9] 3.8 [1.4]

0.50 357.7 [74.7] 4.6 [1.2]

0.75 336.3 [128.4] 2.8 [0.4]

10 items

∆ MM GIP

0 31.6 [8.0] 6.4 [1.5]

0.25 133.2 [74.7] 7.9 [3.3]

0.50 384.3 [149.3] 7.7 [2.8]

0.75 415.5 [176.6] 3.8 [0.9]

Table 1 Average and median (in brackets) relative gaps (%) to the exact objective value among 100 instances: 5

items (left), 8 items (middle) and 10 items (right). Here, “MM” denotes the marginal moment model solved by the

initial iteration of GIP algorithm and “GIP” denotes implementing the GIP algorithm for at most 50 iterations.

“GIP” in Table 2. Such extra computation time also makes the GIP algorithm slower than the

exact approach when the number of items is small. Nevertheless, the GIP algorithm scales better

than the exact approach that solves a positive semidefinite program. As expected, this advantage

in computational scalability is more notable when discrete decisions are involved.

6.2. Hospital Quota Allocation Problem

Consider allocating bed quotas for elective admission inpatients to maximize bed utilization (Meng

et al. 2015). In this problem, an inpatient can stay in the hospital for at most L days, and we denote

the first day of a T -day planning horizon by day 0. The model considers all days in T := T − ∪T +

where T − = {1−L, · · · ,−1} and T + = {0, · · · , T − 1}. In particular, T − denotes the days before

day 0 on which admitted inpatients are possibly still in the hospital during the planning horizon,

and T + denotes the days in our planning horizon.

Two types of inpatients are considered in this problem: emergency inpatients (EMIs) and elec-

tive admission inpatients (EAIs). It is assumed that EMIs are guaranteed to have beds allocated

immediately, and we need to determine the daily bed quota allocated to EAIs. For each k ∈ T +

we let xk be the bed quota allocated to EAIs on day k, and we collectively denote these quotas as

x ∈ ZT . Daily demands of both types are uncertain (Meng et al. 2015) and they are assumed to

be independent of each other. For each k ∈ T + and l ∈ [L], we let zk,l be the proportion of EAIs

who start hospitalization on day k and staying for at least l days; that is, zk,lxk is the number of

EAIs who start hospitalization on day k and staying for at least l days. We use ξk,l to denote the

number of EMIs who stay for at least l days starting from day k.

We consider a cycle of H days (e.g., every week is a cycle if H = 7) and we aim to minimize the

sum of the maximal bed shortage at every cycle over the planning horizon. This setting is generic

and covers several important cases: (i) when H = T , we minimize the maximal daily bed shortage
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number

of items

Computation times Relative gaps

MM GIP EXACT MM GIP

3 1.6 [1.6] 18.8 [20.4] 1.0 [1.0] 170.1 [40.8] 2.1 [0.0]

5 2.1 [2.0] 71.8 [60.1] 1.3 [1.3] 87.9 [44.9] 1.4 [0.2]

7 2.9 [2.8] 208.2 [159.3] 2.8 [2.8] 280.5 [51.3] 4.4 [1.0]

9 4.0 [3.9] 485.5 [427.9] 13.8 [13.7] 75.5 [57.0] 2.3 [2.0]

11 5.3 [5.1] 1120.7 [856.2] 166.2 [162.9] 99.7 [68.2] 3.5 [3.3]

13 6.9 [6.8] 1945.7 [1266.2] 3454.6 [3446.2] 80.2 [60.4] 4.4 [4.1]

number

of items

Computation times Relative gaps

MM GIP EXACT MM GIP

3 1.9 [1.9] 13.8 [11.7] 0.4 [0.4] 171.5 [41.7] 2.7 [0.0]

5 2.5 [2.5] 70.7 [64.2] 1.5 [1.4] 87.9 [44.9] 1.5 [0.4]

7 3.2 [3.2] 202.2 [154.6] 18.9 [18.3] 273.6 [52.2] 4.3 [1.1]

9 4.4 [4.3] 363.3 [282.8] 391.5 [368.6] 72.5 [55.0] 2.1 [1.4]

10 5.1 [5.1] 667.4 [561.4] 2266.5 [2233.6] 115.3 [68.2] 2.9 [2.2]

Table 2 Average and median (in brackets) of computation times in seconds and relative gaps (%) to the exact

objective values among 100 random instances with continuous decisions (upper panel) and with discrete decisions

(lower panel). Here, “EXACT” further denotes the exact approach that solves problem (20).

over T days, and (ii) when H = 1, we minimize the total bed shortages over the planning horizon.

For simplicity, we take both T/H and T/7 as integers. We consider the objective function

fH(x,z,ξ) =
∑

i∈[T/H]

 max
t∈AH (i)

 ∑
(k,l)∈Ut

(zk,lxk + ξk,l)− ct

 ,

where for each t∈ T + and i∈ [T/H], ct is the bed capacity on day t, AH(i) := {(i− 1)H +(j− 1) :

j ∈ [H]} contains the days in the i-th cycle, and Ut is the set of (k, l) pairs such that (k, l) ∈ Ut

represents that on day t, zk,lxk beds are needed for the EAIs who are admitted on day k and

will stay for at least l days. Note that Ut := {(k, l) : k ∈ T , l ∈ Hk, l + k = t + 1} with Ht :=

{max{1,1− t},max{1,1− t}+ 1, · · · ,min{L,T − t}}. Assuming that the distribution P lies in an

ambiguity set FC, we solve the distributionally robust optimization problem

Z(H) =min
x∈X

sup
P∈FC

EP

[
fH(x, z̃, ξ̃)

]
, (21)
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where X = {x ∈ ZT : x · 1≤ x≤ x · 1,
∑6

t=0 x(t+7(i−1)) = x̂ ∀i ∈ [T/7]} is the feasible set with x and

x being the lower and upper bounds on each daily quota, respectively, while x̂ being the weekly

quota. Introducing a vector of auxiliary decision variables y, problem (21) can be reformulated as

the following two-stage problem:

Z(H) =



min sup
P∈FC

EP[1
⊤y(z̃, ξ̃)]

s.t. yi(z,ξ)≥ max
t∈AH (i)

 ∑
(k,l)∈Ut

(zk,lxk + ξk,l)− ct

 ∀(zk,l, ξk,l) : k≥ 0, (z,ξ)∈W, i∈ [T/H]

x∈X , y ∈R2I,T/H .

(22)

We focus on the case of T = 14 and L= 14, and we study two models Z(T ) and Z(T/2) that

minimize, respectively, the all-day maximal bed shortage and the sum of weekly maximal bed

shortages. The ambiguity set FC encompasses the covariance information of z̃ and ξ̃, captured by

FC =


P∈P0

(
R2I
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(z̃, ξ̃)∼ P

EP[z̃] =µ

EP[ξ̃] = ν

EP[(q
⊤(z̃−µ))2]≤ q⊤Ωq ∀q ∈Q

EP[(s
⊤(ξ̃−ν))2]≤ s⊤Σs ∀s∈ S

P[(z̃, ξ̃)∈W] = 1


,

where Q= S = {q ∈RI | ∥q∥2 ≤ 1}. Note that the ambiguity set considered in Meng et al. (2015),

consisting of only marginal moment information, is in fact a relaxation of FC. Define U :=∪t∈T +Ut

as well as two random vectors z̃ = {zk,l}(k,l)∈U and ξ̃= {ξk,l}(k,l)∈U , it then holds that I = T (1+T )/2

if T ≤L and I =L(1+L)/2+L(T −L) otherwise. For any (k, l)∈ U , the upper bounds of z̃k,l and

ξ̃k,l are µ̄ = 1 and ν̄ = 60, and the their means are EP[z̃k,l] = (2L− 2l + 1)µ̄/(2L) and EP[ξ̃k,l] =

(2L− 2l+1)ν̄/(2L). The support set of (z̃, ξ̃) is a polyhedron

W =

(z,ξ)∈R2I

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∀(k, l), (k, l′)∈ U , l > l′ :
0≤ zk,l ≤ zk,l′ ≤ µ̄

0≤ ξk,l ≤ ξk,l′ ≤ ν̄

 ,

and upper bounds on the covariance of z̃ and ξ̃ are Ω and Σ, respectively. To specify Ω and Σ,

we generate the standard deviations and correlations of the random components as follows. For

any (k, l) ∈ U , the standard deviations of z̃k,l and ξ̃k,l are µ̄/(6L) and ν̄/(6L), respectively. Data

of inpatients in different weeks (e.g., day 0 to 6 are in the same week, while day 6 and day 7 are

not) are independent, and the random variables of same-type inpatients starting hospitalized in

the same week have a correlation matrix generated in the way as in Section 6.1 with ∆= 0.25.
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Figure 1 Average bed shortages of different models over 50 random instances and 10000 testing samples: sum of

weekly maximal bed shortages (left) and all-day maximal bed shortages (right).

Configurations of the planning horizon are the same as in Meng et al. (2015). For every t∈ T +,

the bed capacities are equally ct = c = 650; the weekly quota is x̂ = 301; and the lower (resp.,

upper) bound of daily quotas is x= 5 (resp., x= 80). The ELDR approximation is applied to solve

problem (22): in particular, we start with the marginal moment ambiguity set and use the GIP

algorithm to iteratively tighten the relaxed ambiguity set (as well as its lifted counterpart), which

further improves the ELDR approximation iteratively. In this experiment, the maximal number

of iterations is set to be 50. We randomly generate 50 instances of different {(zk,l, ξk,l)}k<0, l∈[L]
4

with means and covariances as stated above, and for each random instance, we further generate

10000 testing samples of {(zk,l, ξk,l)}(k,l)∈U to evaluate the quality of the quota allocation x over

the whole planning horizon, for three models as follows.

• Uniform quota model (UQM): the weekly quota are equally allocated to days in a week.

• Sum of weekly maximums (SOM): we solve an instance of problem (22), Z(7).

• All-Day Maximum (ADM): we solve an instance of problem (22), Z(14).5

For all random instances, the computation times of the SOM and ADM models are similar and

are both about three hours, certifying the two models as efficient tools for scheduling weekly bed

allocation. As for the performance, it is illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 3 that, by applying the

corresponding quota allocation strategies, SOM and ADM achieve the smallest sum of weekly max-

imal bed shortages (criterion 1) and all-day maximal bed shortage (criterion 2), respectively. This

4 In problem (22), {(zk,l, ξk,l)}k<0, l∈[L] are constant because we already know the inpatients admitted on days before
the planning horizon (i.e., the inpatients admitted in T −).

5 The optimized robust model in Meng et al. (2015) is essentially an ADM model with only marginal moment.
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Criterion 1

Number of

Iterations
UQM SOM ADM

0 112.8 96.5 107.1

10
112.8

[0%]

94.3

[2.3%]

102.2

[4.6%]

20
112.8

[0%]

93.7

[2.9%]

101.0

[5.7%]

30
112.8

[0%]

93.0

[3.6%]

100.0

[6.7%]

40
112.8

[0%]

92.6

[4.1%]

99.5

[7.1%]

50
112.8

[0%]

92.4

[4.3%]

99.3

[7.3%]

Criterion 2

Number of

Iterations
UQM SOM ADM

0 71.2 66.8 56.9

10
71.2

[0%]

64.6

[3.4%]

55.0

[3.4%]

20
71.2

[0%]

64.0

[4.2%]

54.6

[4.1%]

30
71.2

[0%]

63.3

[5.2%]

54.2

[4.8%]

40
71.2

[0%]

62.9

[5.8%]

54.0

[5.0%]

50
71.2

[0%]

62.7

[6.2%]

54.0

[5.1%]

Table 3 Sum of weekly maximal bed shortages (left) and maximal bed shortage (right) (percentage of bed

shortage decreases compared with iteration 0 in brackets) of all days of the three models.

implies that one should choose a different value of H for the model Z(H) with a different optimiza-

tion objective. Observe that UQM always gives the worst performance among the three models: bed

shortages under criterion 1 (resp., criterion 2) are over 110 (resp., 70) at all time—a notably worse

performance compared to the other two adjustable distributionally robust optimization models.

We next turn to the “best” models with respect to the two criteria: after 50 iterations of GIP,

SOM improves its performance by 4.3% while ADM improves by 5.1%. This indicates that starting

from the marginal moment ambiguity set (i.e., the ambiguity set considered in Meng et al. 2015),

the out-of-sample performance of the adjustable distributionally robust optimization models is

monotonically improved by iteratively incorporating covariance information. Note that both models

tend to improve mildly in the later iterations as the GIP algorithm may converge after some

iterations. Indeed, improvement of the last 10 iterations of SOM under criterion 1 (resp., ADM

under criterion 2) is merely 0.2% (resp., 0.1%); see the left (resp., right) panel of Table 3.

6.3. Multi-Stage Inventory Control Problem

Consider a T -stage inventory control problem where the uncertain demand in stage t is d̃t. At the

beginning of each stage t ∈ [T ], the order quantity xt ∈ [0, x̄t] is assumed to arrive immediately to

replenish the stock before demand realization, and the unit ordering cost, holding cost of excessive
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inventory and backlogged cost are ct, ht and bt, respectively. The demand process is motivated by

Graves (1999) and See and Sim (2010): d̃t = dt(z̃t) = z̃t+αz̃t−1+ · · ·+αz̃1+µ, where the uncertain

factors zt, t∈ [T ] are realized periodically and are identically distributed in [−z̄, z̄] with zero mean.

For any t∈ [T ], let zt = (z1, . . . , zt) for ease of exposition. In particular, we focus on a fourth moment

ambiguity set that captures both the covariance and fourth moment information of z̃:

FF =


P∈P0

(
RT
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z̃ ∼ P

EP[z̃] = 0

EP[(q
⊤z̃)2]≤ q⊤Σq ∀q ∈Q

EP[(s
⊤z̃)4]≤φ(s) ∀s∈ S

P [z̃ ∈ [−z̄, z̄]T ] = 1


,

where Q= S = {q ∈RT | ∥q∥2 ≤ 1}. The diagonal matrix Σ is given by Σtt = z̄2/3 for all t∈ [T ] and

φ(s) =
∑

t∈[T ](s
4
t τ

4
t + 6

∑
r>t, r∈[T ] s

2
ts

2
rΣttΣrr) imposes an upper bound on the fourth moment of

s⊤z̃. Here, for all t∈ [T ], τ 4
t = z̄4/18 is the upper bound on the fourth moment of z̃t. The objective

is to minimize the worst-case expected total cost over the entire planning horizon:

min sup
P∈FF

EP

[
T∑

t=1

(ctxt(z̃t−1)+ yt(z̃t))

]

s.t. yt(zt)≥ bt

(
t∑

v=1

(dv(zv)−xv(zv−1))

)
∀z ∈ [−z̄, z̄]T , t∈ [T ]

yt(zt)≥ ht

(
t∑

v=1

(xv(zv−1)− dv(zv))

)
∀z ∈ [−z̄, z̄]T , t∈ [T ]

0≤ xt(zt−1)≤ x̄t ∀z ∈ [−z̄, z̄]T , t∈ [T ]

xt ∈Rt−1,1, yt ∈Rt,1 ∀t∈ [T ].

(23)

Quite notably, the number of extreme rays of the recession cone generated by the recourse matrix

in problem (23) is identical to the number of stages.

Theorem 4. Consider a finite horizon, T -stage inventory control problem (23), the recession

cone generated by the recourse matrix has T extreme rays.

Proof of Theorem 4. The first-stage decision in problem (23) is x1 while the adjustable deci-

sions are xt, t= 2, . . . , T and yt, t= 1, . . . , T . We can then represent the constraints as â(z)x1 +

B(x2, . . . , xT , y1, . . . , yT )≥ b(z), where â(z) = (0,0, . . . ,0,0, b1,−h1, . . . , bT ,−hT )∈R4T−2,

b(z) =

(
0,−x̄2, . . . ,0,−x̄T , b1d1(z1),−h1d1(z1), . . . , bT

T∑
v=1

dv(zv),−hT

T∑
v=1

dv(zv)

)
∈R4T−2
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and the recourse matrix B =

[
B1 O

B2 B3

]
∈R(4T−2)×(2T−1) consisting of a zero matrix O ∈R2(T−1)×T ,

B1 ∈R2(T−1)×(T−1),B2 ∈R2T×(T−1) and B3 ∈R2T×T such that:

B1 =



1 0 · · · · · · 0

−1 0 · · · · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0

0 −1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · · · · 0 1

0 · · · · · · 0 −1


, B2 =



0 0 · · · · · · 0

0 0 · · · · · · 0

b2 0 0 · · · 0

−h2 0 0 · · · 0

b3 b3 0 · · · 0

−h3 −h3 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

bT bT · · · · · · bT

−hT −hT · · · · · · −hT



and B3 =



1 0 · · · · · · 0

1 0 · · · · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · · · · 0 1

0 · · · · · · 0 1


.

By the definition of an extreme ray, in the linear system Bλ≥ 0, there are 2T − 2 linearly inde-

pendent constraints active at the extreme ray λ⋆. It is clear that for all i ∈ [T − 1], λ⋆
i = 0. As a

consequence, there must be (T − 1) constraints active at the last 2T constraints. That is to say,

the extreme ray λ⋆ has (T − 1) zeros among its last T components. In particular, it must take the

form λ⋆ = (0,ei) for some i-th standard unit basis in RT . Hence, there are T extreme rays. □

Theorem 4 reveals that the recession cone generated by the recourse matrix has a number of

extreme rays that scales linearly with the number of stages, so does the recession cone generated by

any sub-matrix of the recourse matrix that corresponds to a particular q⋆ (or s⋆)—a direct impli-

cation. This is an attractive feature for implementing the GIP algorithm. To solve problem (23), we

consider the ELDR approximation with relaxed ambiguity sets as follows, each of which replaces

Q and S in FC with some sets Q̄ and S̄ of finite elements.

(i) Marginal moment (MM): S̄ = Q̄= {et}t∈[T ].

(ii) Partial cross-moments (PCM): S̄ = {et}t∈[T ] and Q̄= {qst| s≤ t, t∈ [T ]} with

qst = (0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−1

,1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−s+1

,0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
T−t

)

that specifies an upper bound on the variance of
∑t

r=s z̃r; see Bertsimas et al. (2019).

(iii) GIP: starting with the ambiguity set in (ii) and implementing the GIP algorithm for

identifying q ∈Q\Q̄.

(iv) GIP+: starting with the ambiguity set obtained from (iii) and implementing the GIP

algorithm for identifying s∈ S\S̄.
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For the GIP algorithm described in (iii) and (iv), the maximal number of iterations is 25, and

we may also terminate when the improvement per iteration is less than 5% for 10 consecutive

iterations. We study the cases of T ∈ {5,10,20} and we set x̄t = 260, ct = 0.1, ht = 0.02 for all t∈ [T ],

bt = htb/h for all t∈ [T −1] and bT = 10bT−1. Because unfulfilled demands at the last stage are lost,

we set the unit backlogged cost relatively high. For the case of T = 5, we set µ= 200 and z̄ = 40,

while for T = 10 and T = 20, we set µ= 200, z̄ = 20 and µ= 240, z̄ = 12, respectively.

In Table 4, we present the objective values of different approaches. Observe that when problem

size (i.e., T ) becomes larger and when α increases, the differences in objective values among

different approaches become more significant. The benefit of incorporating more precise covariance

information and that of additional fourth moment information are both quite notable. Computation

times in Table 5 show the extra cost of these benefits in both the GIP and GIP+ models, which also

tends to be higher for larger values of T and α. This is because that cases of large T and α tend

to incur large numbers of iterations as well as more computation time per iteration. Note that the

GIP+ model is slower than the GIP model because the former needs more time per iteration as it

inherits Q̄ from the last iteration of the latter while iteratively enlarging the set S̄. In conclusion,

results in Tables 4 and 5 caution us the tradeoff of our approach between improving the ELDR

approximation and the extra cost in computation time, which shall be well balanced in practice.

7. Conclusion

We study adjustable distributionally robust optimization problems with an infinitely constrained

ambiguity set, and extended upon the linear decision rule technique, we propose an algorithm to

obtain approximate solutions that could be monotonically improved in each iteration. We apply our

framework to three different applications with the covariance dominance ambiguity set as well as

a fourth moment ambiguity set. The numerical results show encouraging benefits of our approach.

Yet, our framework can be directly applied to adjustable distributionally robust optimization

problems with a special infinitely constrained ambiguity set called entropic dominance ambiguity

set that is proposed by Chen et al. (2019), which (i) characterizes some interesting properties of

the uncertainty such as independence among uncertain components and (ii) typically leads to an

exponential cone reformulation that can be efficiently solved by the state-of-the-art commercial

solvers such as Gurobi and MOSEK. Recently, Chen et al. (2021a) propose a static distributionally

robust optimization model with the entropic dominance ambiguity set for scheduling electric

vehicle charging. The authors point out that in practice, this charging schedule can be adjustable

as uncertainty is revealed over time, thus an adjustable two-stage model has the potential to

inform better decisions. We leave this promising avenue for future research.
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T = 5

b/h MM PCM GIP GIP+

α= 0

10 107.5 107.5 − −

30 108.0 108.0 − −

50 108.0 108.0 − −

α= 0.25

10 108.5 108.5 − −

30 109.2 109.2 − −

50 109.2 109.2 − −

α= 0.50

10 134.8 123.7 123.5 117.9

30 164.8 151.8 151.7 127.4

50 191.4 178.6 178.5 136.9

α= 0.75

10 168.9 144.7 143.6 133.7

30 233.8 207.7 204.0 160.2

50 290.9 266.8 261.5 180.7

α= 1

10 205.5 169.9 166.8 152.9

30 320.0 270.8 263.7 189.7

50 434.1 361.9 353.3 221.6

T = 10

MM PCM GIP GIP+

α= 0

205.5 205.5 − −

206.0 206.0 − −

206.0 206.0 − −

α= 0.25

205.6 205.6 − −

206.1 206.1 − −

206.1 206.1 − −

α= 0.50

225.1 217.1 216.9 213.4

239.2 224.9 224.8 217.1

251.9 231.9 231.8 218.9

α= 0.75

303.4 245.2 244.4 234.1

399.3 296.1 293.5 249.9

481.7 343.0 338.7 260.3

α= 1

397.3 283.8 280.8 263.3

592.8 390.6 380.9 299.3

769.5 491.5 474.5 327.5

T = 20

MM PCM GIP GIP+

α= 0

485.0 484.8 − −

486.0 486.0 − −

486.0 486.0 − −

α= 0.25

694.8 538.4 537.1 506.8

917.5 599.0 596.6 510.8

1121.6 647.1 645.5 510.1

α= 0.50

1072.0 640.6 631.7 564.7

1974.1 837.8 811.2 592.2

2876.1 1017.0 965.0 603.0

α= 0.75

1497.0 759.9 737.0 661.4

3214.3 1140.3 1071.8 710.9

4931.7 1502.4 1016.3 838.7

α= 1

1939.2 891.6 854.5 779.4

4505.1 1491.7 1361.2 985.7

7071.1 2079.0 1854.9 1187.6

Table 4 Performance of the ELDR approximation under different relaxed ambiguity sets: T = 5 (left), T = 10

(middle) and T = 20 (right). Here, the symbol ‘−’ denotes that the GIP model does not improve over the PCM

model or the GIP+ model does not improve over the GIP model.
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b/h T = 5 T = 10 T = 20

α= 0

10 10.4 54.1 892.5

30 8.7 56.2 955.4

50 8.7 55.8 941.3

α= 0.25

10 10.1 54.2 7598.6

30 8.6 56.4 8589.3

50 8.6 56.3 6922.4

α= 0.50

10 29.5 232.9 15253.5

30 17.9 177.1 20108.6

50 17.7 114.3 46672.6

α= 0.75

10 64.3 392.0 26410.2

30 73.7 396.2 26451.6

50 68.8 411.1 71067.8

α= 1

10 98.4 431.3 31845.5

30 77.6 692.8 79430.8

50 72.4 710.3 86891.9

b/h T = 5 T = 10 T = 20

α= 0

10 22.5 117.8 1191.1

30 24.2 114.8 1277.7

50 23.9 114.6 1467.4

α= 0.25

10 263.9 926.2 14282.5

30 25.9 924.3 22521.6

50 24.6 899.2 28585.6

α= 0.50

10 352.1 929.3 26143.8

30 320.5 1060.2 52578.6

50 57.2 1160.1 84172.7

α= 0.75

10 393.8 994.6 50821.3

30 53.3 1288.9 235465.5

50 56.1 1226.4 137633.9

α= 1

10 652.2 1361.8 52578.6

30 346.2 1410.0 212366.4

50 501.2 1422.5 257955.3

Table 5 Computation times in seconds of the GIP model (left) and the GIP+ model (right).
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